Abstract-The growing demand to organize resourceful ways of identification has made "Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)" technology universal. One of the key problems in RFID is security and privacy. Many RFID authentication protocols have been proposed to preserve security and privacy of the system. Nevertheless, most of these protocols are analyzed, and it is shown that they cannot provide security against some RFID attacks. In this paper, we introduce a novel cryptographic scheme, "Hacker Proof Authentication Protocol (HPAP)" that has been proposed by Hakeem et al. We improve the protocol for "Multiple Tags" authentication at a single time process. We simulated the system using Java Application, and it is a time-saving process. Simulation using Java shows our protocol is secure with the fastest updating timestamps.
I. INTRODUCTION
RFID is a technique used to read information from a distance. It is a technique that contactless transfers data between the data-carrying device and its reader which makes it very flexible. RFID is using radio waves to transfer data information. Data is stored on the transponder (tag), which is located on the object that is being read. The device that is identifying the transponder, the reader, can come in different versions depending on if it can only read or also read/write information. These two, the transponder and the reader, are the main components of every RFID system.
In our work, mutual authentication between tag and reader and a flexible key-management scheme is presented. It is convenient to manage other added tags without storing keys and effectively raise the authentication speed. A novel lowcost multiplier is designed to achieve the modulus multiplications on tags which reserve the resources cost.
A simple form of an RFID system contains tags as transponders, readers as scanners, and back-end servers as a system storage. Each tag stores secret information about a specific object and has a unique identification number than the other tags. Tags have scarce resources that only allow then to do simple storage and computations. They are classified into three types based on their power source: active tags, semi-active tags, and low-cost passive tags. On the other hand, readers are the transmitter parts between tags and servers. The role of the reader is to initiate the communication session and take the tag's responses in the field of view (FOV). The reader then forwards the tag's response which has some sensitive information and secrets to the back-end server as needed to verify the tag and reader validity to each other for a secure communication [1] .
Security analysis of the Protocol can be analyzed by the way it eliminates the following errors or attacks [2] :
Cloning attack, Replay Attack [3] , Tracking attack, DOS Attack [4] , Forward Attack.
To make the RFID system, secure scientists have worked on different solutions, and their main goal is to maintain confidentiality, integrity by using cryptography and authentication protocols [5] . But the problem here is that there are only few resources on the tag side, so it is difficult to design an efficient authentication protocol and we mainly concentrate on the novel lightweight cryptographic protocol. Taking this as a main objective for the authentication protocol which is based on the use of timestamp, a lightweight hash function and pseudo-random number generator (PRNG).
In this paper, we used an already proposed HPAP protocol, and have gone through its problems and improved the same protocol eliminating all its errors and make it more efficient by making the protocol work for multiple tags. We started the protocol at the end of the HPAP-single tag protocol. We assumed three groups of tags GROUP-A, GROUP-B, GROUP-C. Each group containing 6 tags namely A1-A6, B1-B6, C1-C6. Each tag has a unique message for it.
The more of the considerations are explained in the PROTOCOL CODE ANALYSIS in SECTION III.
Simulation is done in JAVA through NetBeans, which shows the timestamp, generated a random number, and shared secret key and output of each tag.
II. RELATED STUDY
With the point of securing an RFID framework against an enemy, numerous analysts have created different verification plans. When all is said in done, these plans are based on three unique strategies: secret key based which are powerless; challenge-reaction validation based which is solid, and customized zero-learning based. In this venture, we intend to concentrate on the solid test reaction plans. These plans depend on securing the data go between the tag and user by utilizing cryptographic primitive. These plans depend on securing the data go between the tag and the reader by utilizing cryptographic primitive. In general, cryptographic verification conventions are arranged into three principal classes as indicated by the primitive utilized. These plans work due to the reality of having no network among various messages gone between the reader and the tag. This can be accomplished by utilizing one-time pad theory. The one-time pad theory is a traditional type of encryption in which one gathering can send a message m furtively to another through the ciphertext m p where p is an irregular number never reused. This sort of encryption gives explicit security the state of not rehashing the estimation [6] . As because of the natural attributes of the XOR operation, it is possible to skill off the encoded message if p was accessible.
In track-and-trace anti-counterfeiting framework for apparel in supply chain, many key information administration issues are examined [7] . For example, e-pedigree designing, data processing, information synchronization, and traceability/perceivability control. Information configuration format of e-pedigree for clothing articles full traceability is proposed to help authenticating products at item level, preventing product loss at pallet level, and predicting items status at batch level. Considering this structure, a threeadvance system of information synchronization is built up to guarantee the integrity of e-pedigree. To maintain a strategic distance from leaking false data of e-family information, an RBAC based access control is proposed as a helper module for the anti-counterfeiting framework. One main advantage of this information shows the upgrade of track-and-trace capacities of item development.
In Key Dispersion Algorithm, another strategy for overseeing and disseminating keys for an expansive number of labels. This convention which does not require the backend database can be accomplished common security validation between the reader and the tag; the reader just needs to store a couple of root keys; the key dispersal calculations can scatter the relating shared verification keys with the label recognizable proof number [8] . At the point when the reader needs to get information from the tag, the reader right off the bat request the tag, and afterward advances label reaction results to the database, the reader can't get any profitable data from label reaction comes about, the database would transmit the label data to the reader after effectively affirming the reaction of the reader and the tag. This convention was utilized to avert assaults that are impractical by different conventions, for example, symmetric key and lightweight RFID Authentication conventions.
In EPC Gen2v2 good convention by utilizing a lightweight stage and PRNG work are presented. Such utilization of a straightforward operation includes a negligible level of calculation or vitality utilization while, in the meantime, underpins the cryptographic objectives of the convention [9] . The examination with past work demonstrates the proposed convention fits in with the EPC measures, as well as fulfills the security prerequisites. In an inactive RFID framework, the conveying parties (tag and reader) confirm each other before data trade keeping in mind the end goal to keep an assault on the remote communication. Moreover, the data ought to be hidden from unapproved parties by encryption. Therefore, it is fundamental to the reader and the tag to share certain insider facts which are utilized to validate each other. Other than confirmation, it is likewise critical to actualizing proprietorship administration conventions the same number of labeled things change proprietors more than once amid their lifetime. Likewise, unique consideration as far as security must be paid since this procedure is more defenseless against assailants considering the trading of mystery keys. Also, it is fundamental for the proprietorship administration convention to secure the protection of the old proprietor from being followed by the new proprietor and the other way around.
In EKA2 [10] , utilizing the idea of bunching from information mining to assess the trustiness of computerized endorsements. The primary goal is to plan and actualize a verification conspire for vehicular correspondence that can give a quick reaction to peer vehicles validation by coordinating grouping strategies from information mining with endorsement renouncement status confirming; Besides, two objectives reset: considering declaration's notoriety, and enhancing the bunching methods we employed.
The RFID shared verification security convention in view of key scattering calculation is planned in this paper, which proposes another strategy for overseeing and circulating keys for an expansive number of labels. This convention which does not require the back-end database can be accomplished security shared validation between the reader and the tag, the reader just needs to store a couple of root keys, the key dispersal calculations can scatter the relating common confirmation keys with the label ID number. Contrasted and the other of a similar sort RFID common confirmation security convention comes about demonstrate that the proposed convention in this paper has higher proficiency and security.
In the novel cryptographic scheme, Hacker Proof Authentication Protocol (HPAP), that permits shared validation between the reader and the tag and also secure labels' data. We demonstrate our convention accomplishes full security by sending label static identifier, refreshed timestamp, a restricted hash capacity and encryption keys with semi-randomized nature as they are refreshed utilizing Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR). We display a shared verification convention considering the novel utilization of a timestamp, alongside the nearness of static identifier, the organization of a customary one-way hash work and a semiarbitrary number updates to the private data of the tag [11] . Rather than different conventions, our convention doesn't require a counter to be utilized by the tag. A counter requires more equipment which brings about an expansion in the cost of the framework. In our convention, the nearness of a period stamp doesn't require an additional equipment door on the label side to be included. This guarantee is keeping the framework cost low. Another element of the convention is the semi-arbitrariness refresh to private data which is ensured because of the utilization of Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) [11] .
It is clear from the above demonstration that the tag responses have to be random to the adversary during the authentication phase in order to overcome many security threats of the RFID system. Furthermore, secrets values used in communication have to be updated every session and never reused in anyway. This will lower the probability to link any information to certain tag.
III. PROTOCOL CODE ANALYSIS
The main task in this paper is developing a java code to the HPAP protocol. Since we are simulating for multi tags, the reader should scan so many tags at an instance in a single time. So, we have assumed three groups of tags each group containing six tags as explained in the introduction. We created 3 .txt files with the group names and data for the files is the tags and their messages. We have a lot of java simulating tools, but the reason for selecting Net beans IDE has a solution here. Since we have put all the tag information in .txt files, we need a small database to store the tag information files. So net bean has a very flexible database to store the files. Here we have imported the 3 .txt files into the net beans. Now net beans application is ready with our tag information. To access the files stored in app database, we imported file IO system in the code which can access the files and read, open, close them. Here is the list of the other headers we imported in the code to access and implement several functions of the HPAP protocol. 1) File IO system -To access files and work with them.
2) Hash Map -To implement the Hash Table and Hashing operations in the code.
3) Date and calendar -To get timestamps and update them.
4) Random -To generate a pseudo-random number for the tags.
5) Print -To print the outputs of tags and tag details.
6) Scanner -To read the required Tags.
Hash Map: This hashmap functions like the hash table and assigns every tag with its corresponding message in the files and ensures the code prints right message for the Tag.
Time Stamp: Timestamp is the assigning the authenticated time, date to the Tag. So, to assign this, we have date and calendar functions which display the current time as a timestamp.
Random:
This has the main function in the code. Generating new random number for every tag, every time is the key for eliminating the attacks. To make this happen, we imported random header which generates a random new number every time to every tag.
Scanner: This is the reader for the code, user inputs the tag and this scanner function reads them, so we assume that reader is always ready to scan, and the entered tags are like sending the tags to readers field of view(FOV).
Implementation of the Code:
First, the Reader generates the signal and is waiting for the user input tags to come into FOV. Meanwhile, Hash map assigns the Tag to their corresponding messages. Our file IO system grabs data from every file in database which has a '.txt' extension. User inputs the Tag to be authenticated that means for the first time the tag came into readers FOV. So, timestamp is generated for the tag which is current date and time.
Now, Tag verifies the Time Stamp with the Reader and authenticates the reader.
From here HPAP protocol implements, After Reader Authentication, now two-digit Tags Random Number is generated at Tags side. According to the HPAP protocol, this random number goes into an algorithm to get the final secret key; this algorithm has two formulas where the secret key is calculated in the second step.
Algorithm:
F = (2*R-1)/N, where R is random number generated and N is the number of Tags in each Group. Here N = 6 since we have 6 tags in every group. Now, Secret key, K = T + F. where T is the only hours from the Timestamp.
After this step, a secret key is generated for the Tag. Reader verifies the secret key is correct and authenticates the Tag and decrypts the Tag message.
If multi tags are given as an input, Reader generates only one signal for all the tags, and the same process is repeated for every tag with unique random numbers and their calculated secret keys, and the reader verifies the secret key to authenticate the Tags and terminates the signal. Here multi tags are authenticated in one signal process of the Reader, and all are authenticated in less than a second which is very ultrafast compared to the previous Single tag protocol.
IV. SIMULATION
We had tested the proposed code for two single tags individually and had both of them again at same time in order to prove the validity of the code. Also, we had verified the outputs and uniqueness in the random number. As an improvement verification, we had given multiple different tags at the same time and verified the output.
To prove that our code is working properly The Above pic shows the output for single tag input.
J.2 #JAVA simulation for above two tags given as a Multi tags
From the above pics we can clearly understand that the protocol is working absolutely fine with the same Tag decryption even they are given as a Multi input. We can see the timestamp is given for every tag and uniqueness in random number. Since a new random number is generated every time and shared key is calculated from Timestamp and the random number, the hacker has no chance to hack the Tag. Hence Security is even more improved with super-fast authentication process. This protocol works at same speed for n-Tags.
V. CONCLUSION
The current implementation of RFID system in wide range of different applications has encouraged developing strong authentication protocols to ensure system security and privacy. We introduced a new cryptographic mutual authentication protocol proposed by Hakeem et al. in which present a timestamp and pseudo-randomize update. The tag's secret values and encryption keys are also updated using the algorithm. This HPAP protocol is limited to a single tag. Only one tag can be authenticated for one reader signal. In this paper, we improved this protocol to be able to authenticate multi tags per one reader signal before terminating the signal. This protocol eliminates all the attacks by generating a unique random number for every tag. This random number is used to create a secret key from an algorithm. We have used the same algorithm presented in the protocol. In our protocol, we could reduce the communication cost between the tag and server leading to also reducing the overall cost of the system. Also, the Authentication is securely done in no time which is a major development.
